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                One could be forgiven for having a little trepidation when reviewing another work by Joseph Bergin, whose contribution to the history of early modern France is now very considerable. This present work succeeds, for example, his path-marking investigations of Cardinals de la Rochefoucauld and Richelieu, as well as Bergin’s close scrutiny of the French episcopate in two very important studies, The making of the French episcopate, 1589–1661 and Crown, church and episcopate under Louis XIV. Along the way, Bergin has steadily unearthed the duelling priorities of France’s ruling secular and ecclesiastical elites under the ancien régime. Here, Bergin in many ways completes his 2009 work Church, Society, and Religious Change in France, 1580–1730, moving beyond the latter study’s examination of the institutional structures of religious life to a much closer analysis of the ideas that complicated politico-religious relations in the period.
Towards the end of his book, Bergin summarily notes that, during the period under investigation, ‘France was convulsed over questions of spirituality’. Quite so; this book, which is of remarkable breadth and quality, unveils just how much the spiritual landscape became the battleground of choice to settle rivalries, establish power over competitors and remove broader dissent under the Bourbon monarchs. Embarking with an introduction that identifies the main events, and especially the principal items of controversy that would come to shape relations between the church, state and papacy in France, Bergin moves forward to chart the history of France’s spiritual ‘convulsions’ from the wars of religion to the beginning of Louis XV’s reign.
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